An efficient probabilistic algorithm to find a normal basis in a finite field is presented. It can, in fact, find an element of arbitrary prescribed additive order. It is based on a density estimate for normal elements. A similar estimate yields a probabilistic polynomial-time reduction from finding primitive normal elements to finding primitive elements.
Introduction

• • • , oqrL--1
IfFq C_ Fq, are finite fields, a E Fq,, and the conjugates a, aq,aq , of a form a basis for Fq, as a vector space over Fq, then this is called a normal basis. We call a a normal element (of Fq. over Fq).
Normal bases are useful for implementing fast arithmetic in Fq,, in particular exponentlation. Of special interest is q = 2 and n reasonably large; as an example, the Diffie &: ttellman key exchange is based on exponentiation in F2-. Algorithms and possible MOS implementations are given in Laws ~ Rushforth 1971 , Wang et al. 1985 , Beth et al. 1986 , Agnew et al. 1988 , Stinson 1990 .
The basic assumption in that work is that computing qth powers in Fq, is for free (i.e., of negligible cost compared to a general multiplication in Fq, ; only q = 2 is considered). The assumption can be justified if a normal element is given, since then for an arbitrary q' ~l = r'-,o<_i<~ uia E Fq., with uo ..... u~-i E Fq, we helve q' )q u q = (~21~ = ~ ui-1 ~q O.i<n with u-1 = an-1. In other words, the coordinates of uq are a cyclic shift of those of u.
We also consider a natural generalization of normality, that of additive order (Ore 1934 , sec van der Waerden 1966 , Lenstra & Schoof 1987 . Consider the Frobenius automorphism for all a E Fq, Ord(e) is a divisor of x" -1. An element a 6 Fq. is normal over Fq if and only if Ord(~) = ~" -1. This paper addresses the question: how can we find a normal element efficiently? More generally, we consider how to find an element of any given additive order. Hensel (1888) pioneered the study of normal bases for finite fields and proved that they always exist. We use his algorithm in Section 2. Eisenstein (1850) had already noted that normal bases always exist. Hensel, and also Ore (1934) , determine exactly the number of these bases, and Ore develops the more general concept of additive order. Ore's approach is developed into more constructive proofs of the normal basis theorem in several textbooks (for example, van der Waerden 1966, Section 67, and Albert 1956, Section 4.15) ; these all use some linear algebra calculations. Schwarz (1988) has given a new proof along these lines, and several recent papers have translated this approach into algorithms. Sidel'nikov (1988) deals with the case where n divides one of p (the characteristic of Fq), q + 1, or q -1 and Stepanov & Shparlinsky (1987) with the case ged(n, q) = 1 or q > n. Semaev (1989) solves the general problem; also he observes that the general case reduces to the case where n is a prime power. These three papers reduce in deterministic polynomial time the construction of a normal basis to factoring polynomials; hence--at the current state of the art for factoring--they yield polynomial-time algorithms (requiring (nlogq) °(x) operations in Fq) that are probabilistic in general, and deterministic if q is small (requiring (nq)°(1) operations in Fq). The best general result to date is Lenstra's (1989) deterministic polynomial-time algorithm, given as a subroutine in his interesting solution of a more difficult problem, namely the construction of explicit isomorphisms between finite fields of the same cardinality 1. Lenstra's assumptions amount (within deterministic polynomiM time) to requiring an irreducible polynomial of degree n as input. His sufficient condition is also necessary since an irreducible polynomial is computed.
We assume that a description of Fq is available; if q =pm for some prime p and integer m this consists of the binary representation of p, and of the coefficients of some irreducible monlc polynomial zve Fp[x] of degree m with Fq = Fp[x]/(w). This allows us to perform operations in Fq efficiently and, unless otherwise noted, we count operations in Fq in the analyses of our algorithms. Lenstra (1989) has a more general notion of "explicit data" for Fq., allowing an arbitrary "multiplication table" in some basis of Fq. over I:=q. One can then recover an irreducible polynomial w as above using linear algebra, or else simulate arithmetic in Fq, by O(n 2) operations in l=q.
Along with a description of Fq, the input consists of a description of I=q, over Fq, i.e, a monic irreducible polynomial h e I::q[z] of degree n, where I=q, = F:q[X]/(h). This description then consists of n elements of I::q, and the goal is an algorithm using a number of operations in Fq which is polynomial in n and log q. We present two algorithms for our problem, in Sections 2 and 4. Both are based on well-known properties of normal bases; Lidl & Niederrelter (1983) is our standard reference.
The first algorithm simply takes a random element in I=q, and tests whether it is normal 1Lenstra (1989), and ~ first version of this paper appeared independently in May, 1989 over Fq; the test is from Hensel (1888) . It works in expected polynomial time if there are sufficiently many normal elements. Section 3 is devoted to showing that indeed these are plentiful; we prove analogues--for polynomials over finite fields--of some standard bounds on number theoretic functions. The density of normal elements in Fq-over Fq is ~(1/logq n) for n >_ q4. Given a normal element and a divisor g E Fq[x] ofx ~ -1, we note that it is easy to construct an element of Fq, of additive order g. In Section 4, we adapt the usual linear algebra approach for finding a normal basis of Fq, over Fq to the problem of finding an element of prescribed additive order g E Fq [x] . It requires as additional input the complete factorization of g in Fq[x] . This is a stronger assumption than Lenstra's of having an irreducible polynomial in Fq of degree n (for g = x '~ -1), but the state of the art is identical for both requirements: these data can be furnished in random polynomial time, or in deterministic polynomial time assuming the Extended t~iemann Hypothesis (EI~H), or deterministically in time x/~.(n logq)°(1), where p is the characteristic of Fq (see Section 4 for references). We obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for an element of additive order g which is probabilistic for arbitrary values of q and n, and deterministic for "small" q _< n (in fact, charFq = n °(x) is sufficient), or if one assumes the EP~H.
An element a E Fq, is primitive if and only if every non-zero element of Fq, is a power of a. No (probabilistic) polynomial-time algorithm is known to test primitivity, or to generate a primitive element. For every n and q, there exists a primitive element of Fq, which is normal over Fq: a primitive normal element (Lenstra ~z Schoof 1987) . Stepanov & Shparlinsky (1989) give a deterministic reduction from finding primitive normal elements to finding primitive elements; their reduction uses time linear in logq, but exponential in n. In Section 6, we give a probabilistic polynomial-time (in n log q) reduction from finding a primitive normal element in Fg-to finding a primitive elements in Fg,. This is based on further estimates of finite field analogues of number-theoretic functions, given in Section 5.
We think that Lenstra's comment "Although the algorithms presented in this [Lenstra's] paper are not necessarily inefficient, I do not expect that in practice they can compete with the probabilistic algorithms ..." also applies to the methods of Section 4, and expect methods avoiding linear algebra, such as the algorithm of Section 2, to perform better in practice.
At a referee's suggestion, we summarize the results of this paper, as follows: 1. a fast algorithm in Section 2 for computing a normal basis of degree n over Fq, requiring an expected number O'(n 2 log q) operations in Pq with fast arithmetic, and an expected number O(n 3 logq) operations in Fq with "naive" arithmetic; this compares favourably with the previously known O(n 3"391ogq) and "naive" O(n 4 logq) operations in Fq respectively, based on linear algebra; 2. generalizations of both the fast probabilistic algorithm and the slower deterministic algorithm from finding normal elements to finding elements of arbitrary additive order;
3. a (random) polynomial-time reduction of finding primitive normal elements to finding a primitive element;
4. (high) density estimates for normal and primitive normal elements (Sections 3, 5, and 6).
While the algorithms themselves are easily deduced from the literature, our main technical tool, the density estimates, are new.
A probabilistic algorithm
We denote by v(n, q) the number of normal elements in F=q, over Hq. Output: An element ~ 6 i=q[x]/(h) ~-F a. normal over Fq, or "failure".
1. Set k = [log E/ log(1 -Nq-n)], and set a counter c to 1. 5. If g = 1, return a and stop. Otherwise increase e by 1. If c < k, go to step 2, else return "failure" and stop.
To estimate the cost, let M : N ~ R denote a "universal" cost of multiplication, i.e., be such that two polynomials of degree at most n over a ring R can be multiplied in O(M(n)) arithmetic operations in R, and two n-bit integers can be multiplied with O(M(n)) bit operations. We can choose M(n) = nlognloglogn (Schbnhage 8z Strassen 1971 , Cantor 8z Kaltofen 1987 . If g,h 6 Fq[x] are polynomials of degree at most n, then g rem h (if h # 0) can be calculated in O(M(n)) operations in F~, and gcd (g, h) in O(M(n) log n) operations (see Aho et al. 1974, Section 8.9 ).
It is convenient to ignore logarithmic factors using the "soft 0" notation, introduced by yon zur Gathen (1985) and Babai et al. (1988) : [] How can we find the required estimate N for ~(n, q)? Corollary 3.6 below gives a general lower bound on v(n, q), and Corollary 3.7 the resulting upper bound on the computing time. For an exact calculation, we let fl,..., fr E Fq[~] be the distinct irreducible factoTs of x ~ -i in Fq [z] , and nl = des fi. Then
since Lidl & Niederreiter (1983) , Theorem 3.73, gives t~(n, q)/n as the number of normal polynomials. We now discuss two ways of calculating v(n, q) exactly, an "arithmetic" and a "Boolean" one. Write n = n~p ~, with e E N and p = charFq not dividing n j. Then x n -1 = (x n' -1) v', and the (nonzero) derivative n'x ~'-1 of z n' -1 has no common factors with x n' -1, so that x n' -1 is squarefree, and z n' -1 = 1-II<i<r fl.
For i= 1,2,...,n t, we compute gi= gcd(x q~-x,hi-1) and hi = hi-1/gi. Then exactly deg gi/i many irreducible factors of z n -1 have degree i (Lidl & Niederreiter 1983, Theorem 3.20) , and
Of course, hi is either 1 or irreducible already for i = [ntl2J + 1. PRoof. The arithmetic cost for the method sketched is O(nM(n)logq). The Boolean cost is only O (log nM(]og n)) to find e and n I, and O (nIM(n log q)) for the integer product in (2.1).
[] We now describe a different way to calculate u(n, q). Write n = nlp e as above. 
where the product is over ali divisors d of n I with 1 < d < nq To calculate this expression, we proceed as follows.
1. Compute the prime factorization n ~ = r~ 1.. .Tr~ t of n', with distinct prime numbers lrl ,..., ~'t and positive integers 6x,..., 6~.
2. Compute q~ = q rein n ~.
3. For each 1 < i < t and 2 < j < 6~, determine first 7-(rri ) = ord,~,(q') and ¢(~r~) = ~ri-1, and then r ( 
Compute u(n,q) from (2.2). PrtoPOSITION 2.4. Given m, n E N, a prime p, q =pm and e > O, ~,(n, q) can be calculated in O(n~ M(n logq)) Boolean operations.
Pr~oor. We use a trivial method with at most v~ trial divisions to factor an integer a, and factor each ~ri -1 in step 3 to calculate r(~i).
Step 1 and these factorizations can be done with O(v~M(logn) . t) bit operations, and step 2 with O(M(log(nq))) operations.
The remaining calculations in steps 3 and 4 only require arithmetic operations on integers with O(logn) bits, and thus time (logn)°0). The number of divisors of n ~ is O(n ~) for any e > 0 (Hardy ~: Wright 1962, Theorem 317) . The dominating cost is in computing the products and powers of step 5. These can be calculated, via repeated squaring, with
or O(n ~) operations on integers with at most nlogq hits.
[] This result avoids the arithmetic cost of Proposition 2.2. Note that we work in a different model now, not using arithmetic in I=q at all, but only Boolean operations with a binary representation of q and n as input.
The probability of being normal
Let q be a prime power and n > 1. We will,show that a randomly chosen element of Fq, is normal over Fq with probability ~(1/log~ n).
We 
(3.2)
Our objective is to give a lower bound of ~(1/log, n) on Oq(f)/Ifl for an f e Fq [x] of degree n. This immediately shows the required lower bound for normal elements.
We will make use of the following leman adapted from Apostol (1976) u(q) = + + 1--y q + + 5-6 q + 5-Vq + + 1 1
For n >_ 10 there exist less than n pairs (i, d) E NI 2 such that i • d = n. It follows that 
> -log eb-C-b -1-q-1 using Lemmas 3.1 and 3,2 and log=(1 -t) = _ ~>1 ti/i for any t < 1. This implies W(x) > e -C exp(-q -1 -b-1)/b, and using the fact t-hat exp(u) > 1 + u for all u E R, we we find V -< n~ lo~ n and
which is an increasing function of n for fixed q. We divide our analysis of the case n > q into two subcases: q < n < q4 and q4 < n. When n > q then P2 > (1 -q-1)q >_ 1/4. For a better estimate when n > q4, we use the fact that
which is obtained by raising each side to the power of logq n. Thus, for n > q4, 1 P2>1 logq n"
We now bound the function P1 for n > q by observing
g~.lq gElq
For q < n < q4, this gives us q4 ~q2
which is art increasing function of q, giving/'1 > 0.118 since q _> 2. Thus, for q < n < q4, A similar lower bound also holds for the integer Euler function ¢, which we will make use of in Section 6. n-
where ~ = log, log e n and cl = 2.5036.
[] This brings us to our bound on the probability of being normal. PI~ooP. Applying Theorem 3.4 with f = x'~-l, and using the fact that ~ = Oq(zn-1)/q ~ (Lidl & Niederreiter 1983, Theorem 3.73) , the lower bound follows immediately. We see from (3. 2) that ~q(x n -1)/q n is maximized when x n -1 has only one irreducible factor; i.e., it is a power of x -1 or, equivalently, n is a power of char Fq. Thus we have
• q(z -1)/q < eq((= -1)D = 1 -q-1
and equality is achieved when n is a power of char Fq. 
7 2"0 0 since p < I. This shows parts (i) and (ii). The algorithm of Rabin (1980) finds an irreducible polynomial of degree n in an expected number O~(n 21ogq) operations in Fq.
We then use such an irreducible polynomial with Algorithm A and e = q-]. This will find a llormal element ~ E Fq, over Fq in an expected number O(n21ogq) operations in Fq. Then ~, ~q,...,~q"-1 forms the desired normal basis of Fq. over F:q, and this basis can be computed from ~ using repeated squaring, with O'(n 2 log q) operations in Fq. I-I Applying Proposition 2.2 immediately yields the following.
COi~OLLAP~Y 3.8. Given a descr@tion ofFq, a monic irreducible polynomial h E Fq[z] of degree n and a divisor g E F0[x] of x '~ -1, we can probabilistically find an element of additive order 9 in Fq, with an expected number O-(n 2 log q) operations in Fq.
A deterministic construction
In this section, we implement a different polynomial-time algorithm for finding a normal basis of Fqn over Fq. As in the algorithm of the previous section, we assume that we have a description of Fq and a monic irreducible polynomial h E Fq [x] of degree n, and set
Fq, = Fq[x]/(h).
Furthermore, we assume we have a complete factorization of x n -1.
We want to find a normal basis of Fq, over Fq. When q is small, say q < n, then this algorithm has an efficient deterministic variant. The following argument is influenced by the proof of Theorem 2.35 in Lidl & Niederreiter (1983) .
Recall the definition of additive order from the introduction. As in Section 2, we write x n -1 = f~ ...f~ with fl,..., fr E Fq[x] irreducible monic and pairwise distinct, e E N and pe the largest powerofp= charFq dlvidingn. For 1 < i < r and 0 ~ j < pe, let V~,5 = ker fj(a) be the nullspace of the linear mapping f](a). We will use the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. In the above notation, we have for 0 < i, k ~ r and 0 < j, l, < pe we conclude that equality holds everywhere in (4.2) and (4.1).
= sf[(c~)(a) + tf~(a)(a) = (S f[ + tfh)(cr)(a) = id(cx) = c~,
(ii) and (iv) follow.
[] We now describe an algorithm that finds an element of prescribed order. As a special case, we can use this to find normal elements. Suppose that g E Fq[x] is a factor of z n -1, and g = I'II<iKr f~' a complete factorization, with fl,..., fr E Fq[x] as above, and el .... ,er E N. We may assume that el,...,e, >__ 1 and es+l ..... er = 0, for some s < r. Let V = ker(g(a)) C F~ be the nullspace of the linear mapping g(a), and for 1 <i<sandei_> 1, let
V/ = V,',~,_~ E ~= VI,o, C V.
Thus f~'(a)(a) = 0 for all c~ E V;, and Lemma 4.1 (iv) implies that v=G . Since fl E ~l<i<s ~ = V, we have Ord(fl) = g. So we have the following algorithm.
Algorithm B.
Input Let MM = MMFq : N --* R be the cost of matrix multiplication, i,e., such that the product of two n x n-matrices over Fq can be computed with O(MM(n)) operations in Fq. We can choose MM(n) = n 2'3z6 (Coppersmith ~ Winograd 1990 The matrices f/(er), f~i-1 (a) and f~' (a) can be calculated with at most ni +2 Llog eiJ + 1 matrix multiplications. Since ~l<i<r(ni + logei) G n I + n~logel <_ n, the cost for these matrix products is at most 2nMM(n). The required bases for nullspaces can be found in O(nMM(n) ) operations. D In order to apply the theorem for the construction of normal bases (i.e., g = x n -1), given only a description of Fq and n, we have to find an irreducible polynomial of degree n, and factor x n -1. We make use of the following results.
An irreducible polynomial in Fq [x] of degree n can be computed with 
COROLI~AR¥ 4.3. Given n E N, g E F~[~] dividing $n _ 1, and a description of Fq, one can compute an element of [:q, with additive order g, (and with g = x ~ -1, a normal basis of Fq, over Fq) with (i) an expected O'( n 2 log q + nMM ( n ) ) operations in Fq by a probabilistic algorithm, (ii) (n log q) °(t) operations deterministicaUy, assuming the ERH, (iii) O'( n 4v/~) deterministically.
In fact, (iii) also holds with O'((mn)4C~) operations in Fp if q = pro. Corollary 3.7(iii) compares favourably to (i) above, as does Corollary 3.8 to Theorem 4.2 for computing elements of given additive order.
As pointed out in the introduction, Lenstra's (1989) algorithm gives a deterministic polynomial-time method to find a normal basis if an irreducible polynomial of degree n in Fq[x] is given.
Bounds on finite field functions
The 
For any real z >_ q, we have
b 191<_=
From the bounds on Nq given in equation (3.1) we get l<d<b q --1 q-1 ( -4;) q= 1+------~ . log~ x log e z 2 log~
The analogue of the number-theoretic function ~r for a finite field Fq is IIq(x) = #{g 6 rq : Igl <-z}, for any prime power q and x > 1. We will make use of the following function in the analysis of IIq: 
Z V=T + V<T + q 2q
Since R(q, b) is a decreasing function of q and b, R(q,b) <_ R(2, 7) = 35/18 < 2, so the claim is true for q >_ 2 and integer b > 1. For any real x > q, let x0 = q[logq zJ < x. Note first that
is an increasing function of x for x >__ q3 so tile claim, already proven for xo, holds for all real x >_ q3. It is easily verified that the claim holds for all real x with q < x < q3 as well.
[] We will now show an analogue of the prime number theorem for Fq [z] . IIq(z) remains constant when qb < x < qb+l with b E N, and therefore we obtain sharp estimates for IIq(x) only when x = qb for some b e N. [] The function %(x) is a better approximation to IIq(z), with error only O(vf~). For n E NI, let 6(n) = #{d e N, dln ,d issquarefree} = 2 ~(n), where w(n) is the number of primes dividing n. Hardy & Wright (1962) , Section 22.11 show the "normal order" of ¢z(n) is log logn. We can bound 6 from above as follows. THEOI~EM 5.6. For n > 9j l°gen .(1 + 1"25 l°ge l°gel°ge n,) log 2 6(n) __< log~ log~ n log~ log~ n "
Pl~oor. First, note that log s 6(n) is the number of distinct prime divisors of n. Suppose ek n = q~lq~2...q k where k, el,e2,...,e~ are positive integers and ql < q2 < "" < qk are primes. If no = qlq2"'" qk, then 6(no) = ~(n), while no < n. Since we are trying to prove that ~ is bounded above by an increasing function of n for n > e, if the claim fails for n, it also fails for no as well. We can therefore assume without loss of generality that et = e2 ..... e~ = 1. Now suppose p is a prime less than qk and p ~ {ql,... ,qk-1}. Let nl = pqlq2"" "qk-1. Once again 6(nl) = ~(n), and if the claim fails for n, it also fails for nl < n. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that n is the product of all primes less than some x > 2. Let x > 3989 and let n be the product of all primes less than or equal to x (the number 3989 is chosen only for convenience in this proof). Then ( 1 ) = >z 1-21ogelog~n-+21og¢0.9 ' so that ( 1 )-~ z < 1-21og~log, n+21oge0.9 log, n < (l + u) loge n, where u = log, log~ log= n/(2 logo log, n) > 0, since z >_ 3989 or n ~ exp(~(3989)). Substituting this upper bound on x into our upper bound for log2 6(n) in terms of x, we get log 2 ~(n) < log~((1 + u) log e n) 2 log~((1 + u)log~ n)
(l+ 3 )
< Iog~ log, ~ 2 log~ log, n log~ n ( 1.25 log~ loge log ~ n~ <
• 1 + log~log=n ) loge loge n for n > exp(~(3989)).
For i _> 1, let P~ be the product of the i smallest primes. The number 3989 is the 550th smallest prime, so the claim holds for n >_ P550. Using the computer algebra program MAPLE 4.3, we verified that the claim holds for Pi, where 3 _< i < 550, and for 9 _< n </°3 = 30. This shows the claim is true for all integers n >_ 9.
[] The inequality of this theorem is false for n = 8. For polynomials over finite fields, the analogue of ~ is as follows. For any prime power q, and any f 6 Fq[x], let Aq(f) be the number of distinct, monic, squarefree divisors of f (including the divisor 1). We bound Aq from above in the next theorem, and show that this bound cannot be improved much. Since we are trying to prove log2 Aq(f) is bounded above above by an increasing function of n for n >_ e, if the claim fails for f, it also fails for fo. We can therefore assume without loss of generality that el = .... ek ---1. Now suppose deggl < degg2 _< .-. _< deggk and h ~ {gl,...,gk} for some h E Iq with degh < deggk, and let fl = hgl.. "gk-~. Once again Aq(fl) = Aq(f), and if the claim fails for f, it also fails for fl (because deg/1 < deg f). Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that, for all hi/with h E Iq, M1 ho G Iq with degho < degh also divide f. In other words, f is the product of the maximum number of distinct irreducible polynomials for its degree. 
For n > 1619, h(q, n) is a decreasing function of n. Also, for n > 1619, h(q,n) is an increasing function of q for q > 7, and achieves its maximum with q > 7. To maximize h, we choose q as large as possible. Since fl = n/A1 > q, we have h(q, n) < h(n/A1, n) = 3n/(n -A1) < 3.02 for n > 1619. It follows that 3.02 ÷ i2 ~ n ( 2.51A2 1+ log2 Aq(f) < logq n n 3.5A2 "~ < lo-&S (1 + -Tj for n > 1619. For q < n < 1619, we verified the claim using the computer algebra system Maple 4.3.
To show that this upper bound cannot be improved much, let q be a fixed prime power, = qm for some integer m >_ 2, and > lo~q n 1 > 1 -logq n 2 -~ logqn using the fact that 7/(2v~ < 4/logq n for all n > q > 2.
[2
Finding primitive normal elements
Let q be a prime power and n a positive integer. The multiplicative group of Fq. is cyclic of order q~ -1 (see Lidl & Niederreiter 1983 , Theorem 2.8) and for any nonzero a E Fq,, we define the multiplicative order as ord(a) = min{d E N, d > 1, a d = 1}. An element of order qn -1 is called primitive and we denote by T ~ the set of all these. It is well known that there are ¢(qn _ 1) primitive elements in Fq,. There is no known general way to either generate or certify a primitive element in (probabillstic) polynomial time. Let Af be the set of normal elements in Fq, over Fq. What is the probability that a randomly chosen element c~ E Fq, is simultaneously primitive and normal over Fq? This question was first addressed by Carlitz (1952) who showed in his statement (4.7) that
We will refer to the right hand side of this inequality as the Carlitz bound on the number of primitive normal elements. For sufficiently large fields Fq,, this tends towards IPl. IA/'l/q 2n, It was later shown by Davenport (1968) that for q prime and n > 2 there exists a primitive normal element in Fq, over Hq. Lenstra & School (1987) showed that for all prime powers q and n > 2 that there exists a primitive normal element in Fq, over Fq. We give a positive lower bound for # for all but a finite number of pairs (q, n). (ii) {fn > 300 and n < qd, then ~ > 0.01/log~(nlog~ q),
(iii) if300 >_ n >_ 2 and q _> 2 x 107, then ~ > 0.003/log~(nlog~ q).
PROOF. Since our bounds on Sg and A~ from Theorems 3.4 and 5.7 depend upon the relationship between q and n, our lower bound on ~ must be divided into a number of cases. First we examine the bounds for 6(q n -1) and ¢(qn _ 1), which are valid when qn _ 1 :> 16. We abbreviate A1 = loge(q n -1), A2 = log e A1 and A3 = log e A=. By Theorem 5.6, ~1 ( By Theorem 5.7, for n >_ q and n >_ 300 we have n log,___.._~2 ( 3.5 log~ loge n'~ 1.44n
logq Aq(= n --1) < log~ n " 1 + 1-'~g~-n-) < iogen" (6.3)
We wm fi~st look at case (i), where n __. 30O and ~ > q~. Here, %(=n_ 1) > qn/(161ogq n)
by Theorem 3.4. In this case we have r < 0.97 and s > 0.53. Using (6.2), and (6.3) we find 0.033 q-O.O~s,~ 0.03 :> 16 logq0"53n. A2 qn (O.O7[)~2+l.44[log, n-l[2) > logq n. ),2 > log an. A~ For case (ii), when n >_ 300 and n < q4 we consider two subcases. First, suppose q < n < q4 and n >_ 300, which implies q > 5. In this case r < 0.95, and s _> 0.54, while ~(x n -1) > an~34, by Theorem 3.4. Using (6.2) and (6. This theorem covers all but finitely many values of(n, q). The exceptions, with n < 300 and q < 2 X 107 are about 3.5 x 10 s in number. The following proposition cuts down this number.
PhOPOSITION 6.2. If9 ~_. n <: 300 andq >_. 300, then Q > O. O1/log~(nlog¢q) .
PROOF. We use the notation of Theorem 6.1. For q > 300 and 300 > n >_ 9, we have r < 1 and s > 0.5. Also logq Aq(X n -1) _< nlogq2 by Theorem 5.7 and eq(x n -1) > q'~/34 by Theorem 3.4. Applying (6.2), this gives 0.015 q-O.25n > 0.01 > 34A-' -'0' 5 _ qn(l/~2+logq2-1/2) > --A2 --'~'-2" [] This leaves us with about 8.3 x 106 exceptional pairs of fields. For each of these pairs we have used Maple 4.3 to compute the Carlitz bound (6.1), or at least a good lower bound for it. We found that it is at least 1/200 for all but 121 of the exceptional pairs of fields, and for the 121 remaining pairs it is negative. Thus, for all but 121 of the exceptional field pairs, the probability of finding a primitive normal element is at least 1/200. We have q ~ 2729 and n < 21 for all 121 remaining cases. Note also that the existence proofs of Davenport (1968) and Lenstra & Schoof(1987) showing Q > 0 both consider a (smaller) number of special cases. PROOF. Construct a lookup table of the (finitely many) exceptional cases not cove~ed by Theorem 6.1 (and Proposition 6.2 and the following comments), mapping a pair (q, n) to a primitive normal element in Fq, over Fq. For a given input (q,n), where q is a prime power and n > 2, check if (q, n) is in the table of exceptions. If it is, return the primitive element stored there. If not, find a primitive element fl E Fg,. Randomly select an integer j between 1 and qn _ 2, compute a = flJ, and test fl for prlmitivity and normality over Fq. In the case of Theorem 6.1 (i), we require an expected number of at most 34 log~(nlog~ q) • logq n random choices. For the remaining two cases of Theorem 6.1, we require an expected number of at most 334 log~(n log~ q) random choices. To test primitivity, we need only check that gcd(q n -1,j) = 1, which requires O'(nlogq) bit operations, while to test normality requires O-(n21og~ q) operations in F:q by Theorem 2.1.
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